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Sample Arbitration Clauses

Kaplan:  "Any dispute arising from enrollment at Kaplan Career Institute other than 
grades and no matter how described, pleaded or styled, shall be resolved by 
binding arbitration under the Federal Arbitration Act conducted by the American 
Arbitration Association ("AAA") at Charlestown, Massachusetts, under its 
Commercial Rules.  The award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any 
court having jurisdiction.  This provision incorporates the Arbitration provisions 
found elsewhere in Kaplan Career Institute enrollment materials."

 
Everest:  "Acknowledgement of Waiver of Jury Trial and Availability of AAA Rules.  

By my signature, I acknowledge that I understand that both I and The School 
are irrevocably waiving rights to a trail by jury, and are selecting instead to 
submit any and all claims to the decision of an arbitrator instead of a court.  I 
understand that the award of the arbitrator will be binding, and not merely 
advisory.  I also acknowledge that I may at any time, before or after my 
admission, obtain a copy of the Rules of the American Arbitration Association, at 
no cost, from The School President."

 



Sample Clauses Cont’d
Computer Training.com:  "Arbitration of Disputes:  Any dispute, 

controversy or claim ("Claim") that in any way arises out of or relates 
to this Enrollment Agreement, or the breach thereof, shall be submitted 
to binding arbitration before the American Arbitration Association, 
pursuant to its Commercial Arbitration Rules.  The arbitration shall be 
conducted before a panel of three impartial arbitrators.  Any judgment 
on the award rendered by the arbitration panel may be entered in any 
court having jurisdiction thereof.  A Claim may be brought by you only 
as an individual and on an individual basis.  No Claim may be brought 
by you as a class representative, nor may you participate as a member 
of a class of claimants with respect to any Claim.  The result of this 
arbitration provision is that no claims may be litigated in court, 
including those claims that, but for this arbitration provision , might 
have been triable before a jury, as class actions, as private attorney 
general actions, or otherwise.  In addition, any claims must be 
arbitrated through an individual arbitration only and may not be part of 
a class action arbitration.  Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing to 
the contrary, the losing party shall pay the prevailing party's costs and 
reasonable attorney's fees incurred in connection or associated with the 
litigation of a Claim hereunder.  Students are advised to keep all 
documents regarding enrollment and financial obligations."



Addressing Student Concerns

• Internal Complaint Procedure
• Litigation
• Alternative Dispute Resolution
• Arbitration



Grievance

• Definition – A grievance is the subject 
of a complaint filed by a student to be 
resolved by procedures provided in the 
contract.



Complaints

• Institutions must have a 
published procedure and 
operational plan for handling 
complaints – required by most 
states and accreditors

• Complainants are encouraged to 
avail themselves of the 
complaint procedures



Complaint Process

• If a student is concerned that the 
institution’s complaint process has not 
adequately addressed the complaint or 
that the institution is not in compliance, 
the student is encouraged to contact 
the state regulatory agency and, if 
applicable, the institution’s accreditor



Complaint Process

• Institutions are given a period of time after 
receipt of the complaint to prepare a response 
addressing the alleged areas of noncompliance

• Regulatory agencies review for compliance and 
whether the school’s response adequately 
addresses the concerns raised

• Both the complainant and the institution are 
notified of the final disposition of the complaint

• Regulatory agencies do not act as formal 
mediators or arbitrators



Litigation

• Most commonly known form of dispute 
resolution

• Case filed in court
• Discovery, depositions, etc.
• Case goes to trial (usually jury)
• Decision rendered; subject to appeal



Alternative Dispute Resolution

• Refers to any means of settling disputes 
outside of the courtroom

• Typically includes early neutral 
evaluation, negotiation, conciliation, 
mediation, and arbitration 

• Mediation/negotiation is almost always 
attempted first to resolve a dispute 
(institutional, state, and accreditor policies support this concept)



Arbitration

• Definition - The review of a dispute by 
an impartial (third) person chosen by 
the parties to the dispute who agree in 
advance to abide by the arbitrator’s 
award issued after a hearing at which 
both parties have an opportunity to be 
heard.



Federal Arbitration Law

• In the United States, the federal government 
has expressed a policy of support of 
arbitration clauses, because they reduce the 
burden on court systems to resolve disputes. 

• This support is found in the Federal 
Arbitration Act, which permits compulsory 
and binding arbitration, under which parties 
give up the right to appeal an arbitrator's 
decision to a court.



Types of Arbitration
• Compulsory Arbitration 

– Occurs when the consent of one of the 
parties is enforced by statutory provisions

• Interest Arbitration
– Involves settlement of terms of a contract 

between the parties
• Grievance Arbitration

– Concerns the violation or interpretation of 
an existing contract



Arbitration Agreements

• Most are included in the enrollment 
agreement - a “pre-dispute arbitration 
agreement” 

• Does not replace regulator grievance 
process

• Exist in all areas of higher education, 
finance, employment, business, etc.



Arbitration – How it Works
• Procedurally similar to court.   The details are outlined in the 

arbitration agreement and the rules of the arbitration provider
• Two or more disputing parties bring their dispute before a 

neutral (the arbitrator), who renders a decision in favor of one 
of the parties based on the law and applicable rules.

• The parties may request relevant documents and information 
from the other party (known as discovery).  The rules of the 
provider and the arbitrator will determine the scope of 
discovery.

• Parties may be entitled to a similar range of legal remedies and 
awards that are available to them in court. 

• Decisions may be either binding, in which case the decision is 
final, legally enforceable, and has limited grounds for challenge; 
or they may be non-binding, in which case either party may 
reject the arbitrator’s decision and opt to litigate (or pursue 
some other form of ADR) to resolve the dispute.



Arbitration
• What it is

– An alternative to litigation with a legally binding outcome
– Voluntary or mandatory (depending on context)
– Usually binding (decisions are legally enforceable)
– Faster
– Confidential
– Less costly
– An established process widely used 

• What it’s not
– A proceeding heard by a jury and a judge
– The first step in resolving a student complaint
– A substitute for state and accreditor complaint procedures



Arbitration: State v. Federal
An Example

• Alabama has its own arbitration statutes 
that differ from the Federal Arbitration 
Act (FAA)
– Encourages Alternate Dispute Resolution 

(ADR)
– Less restrictive than FAA
– Carefully construed by the Courts

• Arm’s length dealings



• Federal law preempts state law if facts 
present a nexus to Interstate 
Commerce

Courts have traditionally used a broad 
interpretation of a connection to 
Interstate Commerce.
Examples: Ollie’s Barbeque 

        Sisters of the Visitation



Arbitration
• From schools’ perspectives

– Wide variety in Alabama licensed schools
• Some very restrictive, i.e. “any dispute of any 

nature arising our of or in relation to”
– Others include “past, present and future dealings”
– Stated intent to resolve “the broadest  possible 

range of disputes” 
» – includes an unwillingness to agree to arbitrate
»  - others agree that any lawsuits filed will be 

dismissed in favor of arbitration. 



Arbitration
– Some greatly encourage grievance process before 

beginning arbitration process
– Some schools do not reference arbitration at all

• All references to dispute resolution are with 
institutional grievance process 

– Some refer to General Counsel’s office for 
assistance/information regarding arbitration

– One school purposefully states that arbitration is 
not the best method of dispute resolution. 
• See Capella’s response to our inquiry:



Arbitration
• “Capella has considered whether an arbitration agreement would serve the 

purpose of furthering a positive learner experience, and determined that the 
formality of the arbitration proceedings would merely delay addressing the 
learner’s concerns.  Capella has highly skilled staff in its Customer Care office 
who are able to quickly assess a situation and move through University channels 
to resolve the vast majority of concerns. In the rare instances where legal action 
has been pursued, arbitration would not have been helpful as the learners are 
seeking award of a degree after dismissal.  Hennepin County,, Minnesota, where 
Capella is located requires all matters to submit to mediation. This step allows 
for an additional opportunity for Capella to explain the shortfall in the leaner’s 
performance and again offer a remediation plan. If the learner is unwilling to 
consider a remediation plan, the matter must be determined through a court 
ruling. Capella will not, and no court has ordered, award a degree which has not 
been earned.

• In the instance where a business dispute is reported to the Better 
Business Bureau, Capella works to resolve that matter and does take advantage 
of the arbitration services offered by the BBB, if necessary.”



Arbitration

• From the regulators’ perspective:
– Is arbitration agreement fair?
– Is arbitration agreement enforceable?

• From the school’s perspective:
– How can the arbitration language best be 

written to balance the needs of the student 
and the school?



Other Experiences

• Examples from other schools
• Examples from other states
• Comments, suggestions, 

recommendations?



Resources

• Articles
– Outcomes of Arbitration: An Empirical Study of Consumer Lending Cases 

(Ernst & Young) 
www.adrforum.com/rcontrol/documents/ResearchStudiesAndStatistics/2005ErnstAndYoung.pdf

– Arbitration: Simpler, Cheaper and Faster Than Litigation (Harris Interactive) 
www.adrforum.com/rcontrol/documents/ResearchStudiesAndStatistics/2005HarrisPoll.pdf

– From the Bench: Selected Judicial Opinions Supporting Arbitration (National 
Arbitration Forum) 
http://www.adrforum.com/users/naf/resources/FromTheBench-JudicialOpinions2.pdf

– Consumer Arbitration Before the American Arbitration Association Research 
Study (Northwestern University School of Law, Searle Civil Justice Institute ) 
www.searlearbitration.org

– Protection for For-Profit Colleges (Inside Higher Ed) 
www.insidehighered.com/news/2009/03/25/arbitrate

• Arbitration Organizations
– American Arbitration Association: www.adr.org

– National Arbitration Forum:  www.adrforum.com

http://www.adrforum.com/rcontrol/documents/ResearchStudiesAndStatistics/2005ErnstAndYoung.pdf
http://www.adrforum.com/rcontrol/documents/ResearchStudiesAndStatistics/2005HarrisPoll.pdf
http://www.adrforum.com/users/naf/resources/FromTheBench-JudicialOpinions2.pdf
http://www.searlearbitration.org/
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2009/03/25/arbitrate
http://www.adr.org/
http://www.adrforum.com/


Conclusions/Final Comments
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